
Friends of Meadow Christmas Shop

Order Form

Your Name: Your Class:

How

Many?

Who’s The

Present For?

Shower Gel

These help keep people clean and

smelling nice after a shower.

They cost £1 each

A Face Mask

People put this on their face and it

makes their skin really soft and

smooth.

They cost £1 each

A Small Candle

These smell nice when you light

them.

They cost £1 each

Christmas Tree Decoration

A Reindeer decoration to hang on a

tree or anywhere in the house.

They cost £1 each

Chocolate Bars

A collection of small chocolate bars.

They cost £1 for each collection
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Friends of Meadow Christmas Shop

Order Form

How

Many?

Who’s The

Present For?

After Eight Mints

These are tasty mints covered in

dark chocolate.

They cost £1.25 each

Gift Pack of Smellies

These are things people can use to

make them smell nice.

They cost £4 each for each pack

A Sporty Gift Pack of Smellies

.

These are things people can use to

make them smell nice.

They cost £4 for each pack

Rainbow Fidget Popper

Helps people feel calm, with less

stress as they pop this.

They cost £2 each

Christmas Slime

Slime for Christmas!

These are £3 each
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Friends of Meadow Christmas Shop

Order Form

How

Many?

Who’s The

Present For?

Dog Treat

A treat a dog can eat.

These cost £1 each

Cat Treat

Don’t forget cats like treats too!

These cost £1 each

Now for some maths.  If you can work out the total cost of your order please fill it in below.

Don’t worry if you can’t, we’ll add it up!

Total Cost: £_____________________

Pictures are for guidance, colours and designs may be different but we'll get

items as close to the pictures as we can.

All presents will be wrapped and you can add labels in class.

How the shop works:

1. If you want to buy any gifts, please fill in this order form and return it to

the school office by Monday 21st November.  Don’t send any money yet.

Please write your name and class at the top of the order form.

2. The shop will run on Tuesday 6th December.  Please bring your money to

school on this day.  We’ll send you a reminder the day before.

You’ll be taken to the shop, in school, where you can buy the presents you

have ordered.

Thank you for your order!
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